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Abstract
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a novel beamforming strategy for directional frame timing
synchronization in wideband millimeter-wave (mmWave) systems operating with low-resolution analog-
to-digital converters (ADCs). In the employed system model, we assume multiple radio frequency
chains equipped at the base station to simultaneously form multiple synchronization beams in the analog
domain. We formulate the corresponding directional frame timing synchronization problem as a max-min
multicast beamforming problem under low-resolution quantization. We first show that the formulated
problem cannot be effectively solved by conventional single-stream beamforming based approaches
due to large quantization loss and limited beam codebook resolution. We then develop a new multi-
beam probing based directional synchronization strategy, targeting at maximizing the minimum received
synchronization signal-to-quantization-plus-noise ratio (SQNR) among all users. Leveraging a common
synchronization signal structure design, the proposed approach synthesizes an effective composite beam
from the simultaneously probed beams to better trade off the beamforming gain and the quantization
distortion. Numerical results reveal that for wideband mmWave systems with low-resolution ADCs, the
timing synchronization performance of our proposed method outperforms the existing approaches due
to the improvement in the received synchronization SQNR.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The millimeter-wave (mmWave) band offers high data rates in both wireless local area net-
works [2], [3] and fifth-generation (5G) mobile cellular systems [4], [5]. As mmWave systems
make use of large available bandwidths, the corresponding sampling rate of the analog-to-
digital converters (ADCs) scales up, which results in high power consumption and hardware
implementation complexity. It is desirable to reduce the ADCs’ resolution in mmWave systems
to reduce implementation costs [6]. The use of low-resolution ADCs in wireless communications
systems has been investigated in various aspects, e.g, input signal optimization in [7]-[9] and
mutual information analysis in [10]-[12]. In practice, low-resolution ADCs will also impair
the frame timing synchronization performance of mmWave systems [13]. That issue, however,
was not addressed in [7]-[12]. In summary, most of the prior work on low-resolution ADCs
focused on analytical performance assessment rather than practical implementation issues such
as synchronization.
Current lower-frequency cellular networks such as long-term evolution (LTE) systems [14]
conduct frame timing synchronization using omni-directional transmission and reception. Direc-
tional transmission and detection of synchronization signals is interesting in mmWave systems
due to the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) prior to beamforming [15]. For directional synchro-
nization, the network sends synchronization signals towards predefined angular directions via
beamforming [5], [16]. Most of the prior work on beamforming based directional synchronization
design, however, did not incorporate the effect of low-resolution quantization.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a new beamforming strategy to improve the frame timing
synchronization performance for mmWave cellular systems under low-resolution ADCs. Different
from our prior work in [1], in which the developed synchronization method mainly focused on a
single user setup, the proposed approach in this paper incorporates multiple users and optimizes
the overall synchronization performance. In our system model, the base station (BS) deploys
multiple radio frequency (RF) chains and simultaneously forms multiple synchronization beams
in the analog domain. Upon receiving the synchronization signals, the user equipment (UE)
conducts cross-correlation based frame timing synchronization with fully digital front ends and
low-resolution ADCs. We summarize the main contributions of the paper as follows:
• Optimization problem formulation for directional frame timing synchronization under low-
resolution ADCs: For a single UE with low-resolution ADCs, we leverage Bussgang’s
3decomposition theorem [17], [18] to formulate the corresponding received synchronization
signal-to-quantization-plus-noise ratio (SQNR) at zero-lag correlation. This formulation
accounts for both the spatial correlation brought by the directional beamforming and the
inherent correlation of the employed synchronization signals. Building on the derivation of
a single UE’s synchronization SQNR, we extend the problem formulation of low-resolution
synchronization to a multi-user scenario. In this case, we focus on maximizing the minimum
received synchronization SQNR at zero-lag correlation among all UEs. We show that
this type of max-min multicast problem cannot be effectively solved by existing single-
stream beamforming based approaches due to large quantization distortion and limited beam
codebook resolution.
• New directional frame timing synchronization design under low-resolution ADCs: Without
channel knowledge (a common assumption for synchronization), we first discretize the given
angular range with a set of potential channel directions and transform the complex max-min
multicast problem into a maximization problem. We then develop a new multi-beam probing
based directional synchronization strategy to tackle this problem. Leveraging a common
synchronization signal structure design, the simultaneously probed synchronization beams
form an effective composite beam. We show that by optimizing the effective composite
beam pattern, a good tradeoff between the beamforming gain and the resulted quantization
distortion can be achieved, resulting in improved frame timing synchronization performance
under low-resolution quantization.
In essence, optimizing the received synchronization SQNR at zero-lag correlation is a viable
solution to improve the overall frame timing synchronization performance under low-resolution
ADCs. This is because for well-structured synchronization signals, the non-zero-lag correlation
values are small and barely affected by the quantization, while the zero-lag peak correlation value
is significantly distorted by the quantization. In Sections III and V, we use several analytical
and numerical examples to reveal these observations. We also conduct simulations of wideband
mmWave cellular systems, showing that the proposed design approach can achieve promising
received synchronization SQNR, frame timing position estimation, and access delay performances
assuming low-resolution quantization.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Section II, we specify the system and channel
models for the directional frame timing synchronization design in mmWave systems. In Section
4III, we formulate the directional frame timing synchronization problem under low-resolution
ADCs. In Section IV, we explicitly illustrate the design principle and procedure of the proposed
multi-beam probing strategy. We evaluate the proposed synchronization method in Section V
assuming both narrowband and wideband channels. We draw our conclusions in Section VI.
Notations: A (A) is a matrix; a (a) is a vector; a (a) is a scalar; |a| is the magnitude of the
complex number a; (·)T and (·)∗ denote transpose and conjugate transpose; ((·))N represents
the modulo-N operation; [A]:,j is the j-th column of A; [A]i,j is the (i, j)-th entry of A; [a]j
represents the j-th element of a; [a]j1:j2 contains elements j1, j1 + 1, · · · , j2 of a; [A]:,j1:j2
contains columns j1, j1 + 1, · · · , j2 of A; tr(A) is the trace of A; IN is the N × N identity
matrix; 1M×N represents the M ×N matrix whose entries are all ones; 0N denotes the N × 1
vector whose entries are all zeros; Nc(a,A) is a complex Gaussian vector with mean a and
covariance A; E[·] is used to denote expectation; the diagonal matrix diag(A) has
{
[A]i,i
}
as its diagonal entries, and diag(aT) has
{
[a]j
}
as its diagonal entries; and diag {·} is the
diagonalization operation.
II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS
In this section, we introduce the system model for the directional frame timing synchronization
design in mmWave systems. We also summarize the common wideband channel model.
A. System model for directional frame timing synchronization in mmWave systems
In this paper, we assume that the BS employs directional beams to transmit the downlink
synchronization signals, providing sufficient link margin at mmWave frequencies. Note that the
directional transmission of downlink synchronization signals will also be supported in the 3GPP
5G New Radio (NR) systems [5], [16]. In the following, we first present the assumed antenna
array configurations and transceiver architecture along with the synchronization signal structure.
We then develop the received synchronization signal model for our system. Finally, we explain
the cross-correlation based frame timing synchronization design using the derived received signal
model.
1) Transceiver architecture, array configurations and synchronization signal structure. We
consider a precoded MIMO-OFDM system with N subcarriers and a hybrid precoding transceiver
structure as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), in which the BS deploys Ntot transmit antennas and
NRF RF chains, and the UE deploys Mtot receive antennas and MRF RF chains. Both the BS
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Fig. 1. (a) Array-of-subarray architecture is employed at the BS with NRF RF chains and Ntot transmit antenna elements. (b)
Array-of-subarray architecture is employed at the UE with MRF RF chains and Mtot receive antenna elements.
and UE employ array-of-subarray architectures. As can be seen from Fig. 1, in an array-of-
subarray architecture, a single RF chain controls an antenna subarray. Denote the number of
antenna elements in each transmit subarray by NA and the number of antenna elements in each
receive subarray by MA. Then Ntot = NRFNA and Mtot = MRFMA. For fully digital processing,
NA = MA = 1, while for single-stream analog-only processing, NRF = MRF = 1.
Due to their constant amplitude and zero autocorrelation in both the time and frequency
domains [19], Zadoff-Chu (ZC)-type sequences are employed in this paper for the downlink
synchronization signals. Denote the length of the employed ZC sequence by NZC and the
sequence root index by i (i ∈ {0, · · · , NZC − 1}). For m = 0, · · · , NZC − 1, the sequence
can be represented as
si[m] = exp
{
−jpim(m+ 1)i
NZC
}
. (1)
The cyclic auto-correlation of the ZC sequence results in a single dirac-impulse at zero-lag
correlation, i.e.,
χ[υ] =
NZC−1∑
m=0
si[m]s
∗
i [((m+ υ))NZC ] = δ[υ], υ = 0, · · · , NZC − 1. (2)
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Fig. 2. A conceptual example of the mapping between the ZC sequence and the subcarriers in the frequency-domain. A
length-NZC ZC sequence is mapped onto the central NZC subcarriers out of a total N subcarriers.
The UE can therefore use this property to detect the correct frame timing position. In practice, the
channel variations, noise power, and other impairments will affect the actual correlation values.
Especially under low-resolution quantization, the good correlation properties of the ZC sequence
are severely deteriorated by the quantization distortion. Besides the ZC-type sequences, Golay
complementary sequences (GCSs) [20] exhibit a similar correlation property to (2). As a Golay
complementary pair contains two sequences, both cyclic prefix and cyclic postfix are needed
in the GCSs to prevent the inter-symbol interference, while only the cyclic prefix is appended
to the ZC sequence when it is propagated through the multi-path channels. Nevertheless, the
GCSs can also be employed for downlink synchronization. The corresponding problem formu-
lation, however, would be different from that in the ZC sequence design when exploiting the
complementary sequence structure.
Denote the frequency-domain modulated symbol on subcarrier k = 0, · · · , N − 1 by d[k]. We
can then explicitly express the mapping between the ZC sequence and the subcarriers as
d[b(N −NZC − 1)/2c+m+ 1] =
{
si[m], m = 0, · · · , NZC − 1,
0, otherwise.
(3)
Note that (3) implies that in the frequency-domain, we map the ZC sequence onto the central
NZC subcarriers (out of N subcarriers) surrounding the DC-carrier symmetrically. In this paper,
we set the DC-carrier as zero as in the LTE systems [14]; it is worth noting that no explicit
DC-carrier is reserved for both the downlink and uplink in the 3GPP 5G NR systems (Release
15) [5]. We provide a conceptual example in Fig. 2 to reveal this mapping relationship.
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Fig. 3. A conceptual example of a potential synchronization frame structure. The BS-wise synchronization frame consists of
TBS synchronization time-slots. The length of one UE-wise synchronization period is equivalent to the duration of TUE OFDM
symbols.
2) Synchronization frame structure and directional synchronization procedure. Now, we explain
the directional frame timing synchronization procedure. We start by introducing a potential
frame structure, which is shown in Fig. 3. We define a time-slot, which may be one OFDM
symbol duration (Ts). We also define a synchronization frame, in which the BS transmits the
downlink synchronization signals to the UEs. As can be seen from Fig. 3, each synchronization
frame consists of TBS synchronization time-slots. Different from uplink random access channels,
the downlink multicast synchronization channels do not require guard intervals between the
synchronization time-slots to deal with the propagation delay [14]. In conventional single-stream
beamforming based approaches [5], [16], for a given synchronization time-slot, the BS probes
one synchronization beam towards a predefined angular direction using a single RF chain. Across
TBS synchronization time-slots, the downlink synchronization beams fully scan the given angular
range in a time-division multiplexing (TDM) manner.
Upon awakening from idle mode or power-up, the UE attempts to synchronize to the network
and then performs a random access procedure. We therefore define a UE-wise synchronization
period here, which is shown on the right-hand side in Fig. 3. For a given synchronization period,
the UE employs fully digital front ends to detect the synchronization signal samples. In this paper,
the length of one synchronization period is equivalent to the duration of TUE OFDM symbols.
3) Received synchronization signal model. Based on the employed array configurations and
synchronization signal structure, we develop the received synchronization signal model assuming
NRF = 1, i.e., single-stream analog-only beamforming at the BS and MRF = Mtot, i.e., fully
digital baseband combining at the UE. Note that in Section IV, we will modify the received syn-
8chronization signal model by assuming NRF > 1. We consider a given UE u ∈ {1, · · · , NUE} in
a single cell, where NUE corresponds to the total number of UEs in the cell of interest. For better
illustration of the synchronization procedure, we assume TBS = 1, i.e., a single synchronization
time-slot, say, synchronization time-slot 0. We further assume that all the synchronization signal
samples {d[0], · · · ,d[N − 1]} probed during synchronization time-slot 0 are received by the
UE across the synchronization period. Based on these assumptions, we now derive the received
signal model for our system.
The symbol vector d in (3) is first transformed to the time-domain via N -point IFFTs,
generating the discrete-time signals at symbol durations n = 0, · · · , N − 1 as
d[n] =
1√
N
N−1∑
k=0
d[k]ej
2pik
N
n. (4)
Before applying an Ntot×1 wideband analog beamforming vector, a cyclic prefix (CP) is added
to the symbol vector such that the length of the CP is greater than or equal to the maximum
delay spread of the multi-path channels. Each sample in the symbol vector is then transmitted by
a common wideband analog beamforming vector f0 probed from the BS, satisfying the power
constraint [f0f ∗0 ]a,a =
1
Ntot
, where a = 1, · · · , Ntot. In this paper, we use superscript (0) to
denote variables obtained assuming f0.
Considering the b-th receive antenna (b ∈ {1, · · · ,Mtot}) at UE u, we denote the time-domain
received signal samples by q(0)u,b =
[
q
(0)
u,b[0], · · · , q(0)u,b[NTUE − 1]
]T. Note that we ignore the CPs
here because they do not affect our proposed frame timing synchronization strategy. The CPs
will be discarded after the timing synchronization to mitigate the inter-symbol interference, and
the remaining samples are further processed for other initial access tasks. Denote the number of
channel taps by Lu, the corresponding channel impulse response at tap ` ∈ {0, · · · , Lu − 1} by
Hu[`] ∈ CMtot×Ntot , and the additive white Gaussian noise by wu[n] ∼ Nc(0, σ2). We incorporate
the effect of carrier frequency offset (CFO) in the received signal model. The CFO is a result
of frequency mismatch between the transceiver’s oscillators and the Doppler shift. Denote the
frequency mismatch with respect to the subcarrier spacing by εu. As the UE employs fully digital
baseband processing, each receive antenna first quantizes the received synchronization signals
with dedicated ADCs. Denote Q(·) as the quantization function. Further, denote the index of
the first synchronization signal sample in the received signal by t ∈ {0, · · · , N(TUE − 1)}. For
9n = 0, · · · , N − 1, the received samples are
q
(0)
u,b[t + n] = Q
(
ej
2piεu
N
n
Lu−1∑
`=0
[Hu[`]]b,: f0d[((n− `))N ] + wu[n]
)
. (5)
Practical cellular networks such as the LTE systems [14] perform the frame timing synchroniza-
tion in the presence of CFO. After correctly detecting the frame timing, the UE then estimates
the CFO and conducts the frequency synchronization. In this paper, we set the offset εu = 0
(u = 1, · · · , NUE) in the following derivations. This is mainly because the CFO does not affect
the development of the proposed frame timing synchronization algorithm in Section IV, though
it affects the overall frame timing synchronization performance. In Section V, we provide a
simulation plot to characterize the CFO effect on the timing synchronization performance.
Neglecting the CFO, we rewrite (5) as
q
(0)
u,b[t + n] = Q
(
Lu−1∑
`=0
[Hu[`]]b,: f0d[((n− `))N ] + wu[n]︸ ︷︷ ︸
y
(0)
u,b[t+n]
)
. (6)
The received signal samples {q(0)u,b[0], · · · , q(0)u,b[NTUE−1]} also contain non-synchronization signal
samples. Hence, we have
q
(0)
u,b[m
′] =
{
Q
(∑Lu−1
`=0 [Hu[`]]b,: f0d[((m
′ − t− `))N ] + wu[m′ − t]
)
,m′ = t, · · · , t +N − 1,
Q(wu[m′]), otherwise.
(7)
As can be seen from (7), we model the received non-synchronization signal samples as noise,
though they may contain deterministic data and/or control information.
By using the discrete-time received signal vector q(0)u,b and the known unquantized reference
synchronization sequence, the frame timing synchronization can be conducted by UE u. Ac-
cording to (4), the unquantized reference synchronization sequence locally stored at the UE
is d = [d[0], d[1], · · · , d[N − 1]]T. The UE then calculates the time-domain cross-correlation
between the received signal samples and the unquantized reference synchronization sequence
for the b-th receive antenna as
Γ
(0)
u,b[ν] =
N−1∑
n=0
q
(0)
u,b[n+ ν]d
∗[n], (8)
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where ν = 0, · · · , N(TUE− 1). Denote the index of the selected receive antenna by bˆ. The max-
imum likelihood detector [21] finds the estimate of the frame timing position νˆ that corresponds
to the peak in the correlation, i.e.,(
νˆ, bˆ
)
= argmax
ν=0,··· ,N(TUE−1)
b=1,··· ,Mtot
∣∣∣Γ(0)u,b[ν]∣∣∣2 . (9)
If Q(·) in (6) and (7) corresponds to low-resolution quantization (e.g., 1-4 bits), the corre-
sponding quantization distortion will damage the good correlation properties of the employed
synchronization sequences, leading to degraded timing synchronization performance.
B. Channel model
Assume that the channel between the BS and UE u ∈ {1, · · · , NUE} has Ru paths, and each
path r has azimuth and elevation angle-of-departures (AoDs) φu,r, θu,r and angle-of-arrival (AoA)
ψu,r. Let p(τ) denote the combined effect of filtering and pulse shaping for Ts-spaced signaling
at τ seconds. We then express the time-domain delay-` MIMO channel matrix as
Hu[`] =
Ru∑
r=1
βu,rp (`Ts − τr)arx(ψu,r)a∗tx(θu,r, φu,r), (10)
where βu,r represents the complex path gain of path-r between the BS and UE u, and arx(·) ∈
CMtot×1 and atx(·, ·) ∈ CNtot×1 correspond to the receive and transmit array response vectors.
For instance, if the BS employs a uniform planar array (UPA) in the xy-plane and the UE uses a
uniform linear array (ULA) on the y axis, atx(·, ·) and arx(·) would exhibit the same structures
as those in (3) and (4) in [22]. Note that the proposed design approach does not depend on array
geometry. Define ARXu and A
TX
u as
ARXu = [arx(ψu,1) arx(ψu,2) · · · arx(ψu,Ru)] , (11)
ATXu = [atx(θu,1, φu,1) atx(θu,2, φu,2) · · · atx(θu,Ru , φu,Ru)] , (12)
which contain the receive and transmit array response vectors and a diagonal matrix Gu[`] =
diag
(
[gu,1,`, · · · , gu,Ru,`]T
)
, where gu,r,` = βu,rp (`Ts − τr) for r ∈ {1, · · · , Ru}. We can then
rewrite the channel matrix in (10) in a more compact form as Hu[`] = ARXu Gu[`]
(
ATXu
)∗.
Denote the corresponding channel frequency response on subcarrier k = 0, · · · , N −1 by Gu[k].
We have Gu[k] =
∑Lu−1
`=0 Gu[`]e
−j2pi`k/N and gu,r,k = [Gu[k]]r,r =
∑Lu−1
`=0 gu,r,`e
−j2pi`k/N . We can
then express the corresponding frequency-domain channel matrix as Hu[k] = ARXu Gu[k]
(
ATXu
)∗.
In Sections III and IV, we use Hu[`] to develop the received synchronization signal model in
the time-domain and Hu[k] to illustrate the proposed algorithm in the frequency-domain.
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III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR DIRECTIONAL FRAME TIMING
SYNCHRONIZATION UNDER LOW-RESOLUTION ADCS
In this section, we first formulate the directional frame timing synchronization problem for
mmWave systems operating with low-resolution ADCs. We then show that the formulated
problem is a max-min multicast optimization problem, which cannot be effectively solved under
the framework of single-stream beamforming. For clarity, we conduct the problem formulation
using the frequency-domain representations, though we first present the received signal model
in the time-domain.
A. Optimization metric for low-resolution timing synchronization
To formulate the optimization problem for low-resolution timing synchronization, we need to
first determine a proper optimization metric. Similar to Section II-A, we assume a single synchro-
nization time-slot, single-stream analog-only beamforming at the BS and fully digital baseband
processing at the UE. By Bussgang’s theorem [17], [18], the quantization output in (6) can be
decoupled into a signal part and an uncorrelated distortion component. This decomposition is
accurate in low and medium SNR ranges [23]. We first define E(0)u,b = diag
([
η
(0)
u,b[0], · · · , η(0)u,b[N−
1]
]T)
as the quantization distortion matrix with
η
(0)
u,b[n] =
E
[(
q
(0)
u,b[t + n]
)∗
y
(0)
u,b[t + n]
]
E
[∣∣∣y(0)u,b[t + n]∣∣∣2] , (13)
as the distortion factor of the quantization, which depends on the quantizer design, the number
of quantization bits and the distribution of the input samples to the quantizer [24]. Rewriting
d` = [d[((−`))N ], d[((1− `))N ], · · · , d[((N − 1− `))N ]]T , (14)
and q(0)u,b =
[
q
(0)
u,b[t], · · · , q(0)u,b[t +N − 1]
]T
, we then decompose (6) as
q
(0)
u,b = E
(0)
u,b
(
Lu−1∑
`=0
[Hu[`]]b,: f0d`︸ ︷︷ ︸
v
(0)
u,b
+wu
)
+ wˇ
(0)
u,b. (15)
Denote the quantization mean squared error by ξu assuming Gaussian signaling with unit variance
[25]. We further denote the covariance matrix of the noiseless unquantized received signal v(0)u,b in
12
(15) by R
v
(0)
u,b
and the additive quantization noise vector by wˇ(0)u,b =
[
wˇ
(0)
u,b[0], · · · , wˇ(0)u,b[N − 1]
]T
.
As shown in [25], the quantization distortion matrix E(0)u,b can then be computed as
E
(0)
u,b = (1− ξu)diag
(
R
v
(0)
u,b
+ σ2IN
)− 1
2
. (16)
Denoting the unquantized received signal power matrix for the b-th receive antenna at UE u by
V
(0)
u,b , we can express the covariance matrix of the quantization noise vector wˇ
(0)
u,b as [25], [26]
R
wˇ
(0)
u,b
= E
(0)
u,b
(
IN −E(0)u,b
)
diag
(
R
v
(0)
u,b
+ σ2IN
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
V
(0)
u,b
. (17)
As can be seen from (16) and (17), both E(0)u,b and Rwˇ(0)u,b
depend on R
v
(0)
u,b
, which depends on
the effective beam-space channel.
In the following, we compute the zero-lag correlation between the received signal samples
and the known unquantized reference synchronization sequence in the frequency-domain. We
first express the frequency-domain quantized received signal q(0)u,b =
[
q(0)u,b[0], · · · ,q(0)u,b[N − 1]
]T
as
q(0)u,b[k] = η
(0)
u,b[k]
[
ARXu Gu[k]
(
ATXu
)∗]
b,:
f0d[k] + η
(0)
u,b[k]wu[k] + wˇ
(0)
u,b[k], (18)
where wˇ(0)u,b[k] =
∑N−1
n=0 wˇ
(0)
u,b[n]e
−j2pink/N . We then calculate the zero-lag frequency-domain cor-
relation between q(0)u,b and the unquantized reference synchronization sequence d as
Λ
(0)
u,b[0] =
N−1∑
k=0
q(0)u,b[k]d
∗[k] (19)
=
N−1∑
k=0
η
(0)
u,b[k]
[
ARXu Gu[k]
(
ATXu
)∗]
b,:
f0d[k]d∗[k]
+
N−1∑
k=0
η
(0)
u,b[k]wu[k]d
∗[k] +
N−1∑
k=0
wˇ(0)u,b[k]d
∗[k]. (20)
Similar to (8), we have bˆ = argmax
b=1,··· ,Mtot
∣∣∣Λ(0)u,b[0]∣∣∣2.
Different from high-rate data communications, the synchronization signals usually occupy a
relatively small portion of the entire bandwidth with continuous subcarriers surrounding the
DC-carrier. For instance, in the LTE systems [14], the synchronization signal samples occupy 62
subcarriers (out of 1024 for 10 MHz bandwidth, or 2048 for 20 MHz bandwidth) surrounding the
DC-carrier. If the same design principle applies to mmWave systems, along with the sparse nature
of the mmWave channels, the synchronization signals will most likely experience “flat” channels
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Fig. 4. Absolute correlation values of the employed synchronization sequence under both infinite-resolution and 2-bit ADCs.
To better characterize the impact of the quantization distortion on the absolute correlation values, a simple AWGN channel is
considered with 0 dB SNR. The transmit beamforming is not incorporated. A length-62 ZC sequence with root index 34 is used.
instead of severe frequency selectivity. It is also worth noting that the ZC-type sequences are
robust to the frequency selectivity [27].
Leveraging the flat synchronization channels assumption and denoting the frequency-domain
counterpart of the unquantized received signal power matrix V (0)
u,bˆ
in (17) by V(0)
u,bˆ
, we can first
obtain
V(0)
u,bˆ
= g2u
∣∣∣[arx(ψu)a∗tx(θu, φu)]bˆ,: f0∣∣∣2 diag (dd∗) + σ2IN (21)
= g2u
∣∣∣[arx(ψu)a∗tx(θu, φu)]bˆ,: f0∣∣∣2
× diag
(
[d[0]d∗[0], · · · ,d[N − 1]d∗[N − 1]]T
)
+ σ2IN , (22)
where the path and subcarrier indices are dropped. Also because of the flat synchronization
channels assumption, we define η(0)
u,bˆ
= η
(0)
u,bˆ
[0] = · · · = η(0)
u,bˆ
[N − 1] as a common quantization
distortion factor. By exploiting the inherent correlation properties of the ZC sequence design
in (2), we can compute the quantization noise power using (16), (17) and (22). We can then
formulate the corresponding received synchronization SQNR at zero-lag correlation for UE u as
γ
(0)
u,bˆ
=
η
(0)
u,bˆ
g2u
∣∣∣[arx(ψu)a∗tx(θu, φu)]bˆ,: f0∣∣∣2
η
(0)
u,bˆ
σ2 +
(
1− η(0)
u,bˆ
)(
g2u
∣∣∣[arx(ψu)a∗tx(θu, φu)]bˆ,: f0∣∣∣2 + σ2) . (23)
Similar to the calculation of Λ(0)u,b[0] in (19), we can also compute the non-zero-lag correlation
values. In Fig. 4, we plot the absolute correlation values of the employed synchronization
sequence under both infinite-resolution and 2-bit ADCs. Both zero-lag and non-zero-lag cor-
relations are revealed in this example. As can be seen from Fig. 4, for both infinite-resolution
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and 2-bit ADCs, the non-zero-lag correlation values have small magnitudes and exhibit similar
patterns. For the zero-lag correlation, however, the correlation peak obtained under 2-bit ADCs
is much smaller than that under ∞-resolution quantization. Leveraging these observations, we
employ the received synchronization SQNR at zero-lag correlation as the main optimization
metric and formulate the corresponding optimization problems in Section III-B.
B. Optimization problems for low-resolution timing synchronization
We first consider a single UE, e.g., UE u and a single synchronization time-slot, e.g., synchro-
nization time-slot 0. Our design target here is to maximize the received synchronization SQNR
at zero-lag correlation for UE u. Note that in (23), the only parameter that can be tuned is the
beamforming vector. To better compensate for the quantization distortion, it is therefore desirable
to custom design the synchronization beams as long as necessary information is available at
the BS. This is different from traditional TDM probing based approaches [5], [16], where the
synchronization beams are predetermined and fixed. According to (23), we can formulate this
maximization problem as
P0 : max
f0
{
γ
(0)
u,bˆ
}
(24)
s.t. [f0f ∗0 ]a,a =
1
Ntot
, a = 1, · · · , Ntot.
To simplify P0, we assume that the BS uses a predefined analog beam codebook F . We can
then reformulate (24) as
P1 : max
f0
{
γ
(0)
u,bˆ
}
(25)
s.t. f0 ∈ F .
Solving P1 does not increase the non-zero-lag correlation values at the same pace as the zero-lag
peak correlation value. We verify this by the following lemma, which shows that maximizing
the received synchronization SQNR at zero-lag correlation also maximizes the power difference
between the zero-lag peak correlation value and the non-zero-lag correlation values assuming
low-resolution quantization.
Lemma 1. Consider the bˆ-th receive antenna at UE u equipped with low-resolution ADCs.
Assume f0 and denote the corresponding power ratio between the zero-lag correlation value
and a non-zero-lag correlation value by ς(0)
u,bˆ
. For f ?0 , if the resulted received synchronization
SQNR at zero-lag correlation γ(0)
?
u,bˆ
= max
{
γ
(0)
u,bˆ
,f0 ∈ F
}
, then ς(0)
?
u,bˆ
= max
{
ς
(0)
u,bˆ
,f0 ∈ F
}
.
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Proof. See Appendix.
Next, we extend the problem formulation to a single cell with multiple UEs. In this case, we
expect that for a given synchronization time-slot, a group of UEs can simultaneously synchronize
to the network with satisfying synchronization performance. This reduces the overall access
delay of the network. The design target therefore becomes maximizing the minimum received
synchronization SQNR at zero-lag correlation for all potential UEs. Assuming a total of NUE
UEs and synchronization time-slot 0, we formulate the following max-min optimization problem
as
P2 : max
f0
min
∀u
{
γ
(0)
u,bˆ
}
(26)
s.t. f0 ∈ F .
Denoting by λu = σ2/g2u |[arx(ψu)]bˆ|2, we rewrite γ(0)u,bˆ in (23) as
γ
(0)
u,bˆ
=
η
(0)
u,bˆ
|a∗tx(θu, φu)f0|2
η
(0)
u,bˆ
σ2
g2u|[arx(ψu)]bˆ|2 +
(
1− η(0)
u,bˆ
)(
|a∗tx(θu, φu)f0|2 + σ2g2u|[arx(ψu)]bˆ|2
) (27)
=
η
(0)
u,bˆ
|a∗tx(θu, φu)f0|2
η
(0)
u,bˆ
λu +
(
1− η(0)
u,bˆ
) (|a∗tx(θu, φu)f0|2 + λu) . (28)
We can interpret λu as the inverse of the received SNR at UE u. Denoting by λmax = max
{
λ1, · · · ,
λNUE
}
and replacing λu in (28) with λmax, we define a lower bound of γ
(0)
u,bˆ
as
γ˘
(0)
u,bˆ
=
η
(0)
u,bˆ
|a∗tx(θu, φu)f0|2
η
(0)
u,bˆ
λmax +
(
1− η(0)
u,bˆ
) (|a∗tx(θu, φu)f0|2 + λmax) . (29)
For any given UE u, we therefore have
γ˘
(0)
u,bˆ
≤ γ(0)
u,bˆ
. (30)
By plugging the results of (16) and (22) into (29), we obtain
γ˘(0)u =
|a∗tx(θu, φu)f0|2
λmax +
[
[σ2(|a∗tx(θu,φu)f0|2/λmax+1)]
1/2
1−ξu − 1
] (|a∗tx(θu, φu)f0|2 + λmax) , (31)
which becomes irrelevant to the selected receive antenna index bˆ for UE u. Denoting by ξmax =
{ξ1, · · · , ξNUE} and replacing ξu in (31) with ξmax, we can further define a lower bound of γ˘(0)u
as
γ´(0)u =
|a∗tx(θu, φu)f0|2
λmax +
[
[σ2(|a∗tx(θu,φu)f0|2/λmax+1)]
1/2
1−ξmax − 1
] (|a∗tx(θu, φu)f0|2 + λmax) . (32)
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That is, for any given UE u, we have
γ´(0)u ≤ γ˘(0)u . (33)
Note that 1/λmax and 1 − ξmax represent the lowest received SNR and the lowest quantization
resolution among all UEs, and they can be used to characterize the worst-case scenario of the
network. Based on (30) and (33), we can therefore reformulate the optimization problem in (26)
as
P3 : max
f0
min
∀u
{
γ´
(0)
u
}
(34)
s.t. f0 ∈ F .
Solving (34) requires explicit knowledge of θu’s, φu’s, λu’s (λmax), and ξu’s (ξmax) for all UEs
(u = 1, · · · , NUE). In practice, λmax and ξmax can be replaced with predefined system-specific
values that characterize the worst-case scenario of the network. The explicit channel directional
information, however, is unavailable during the initial timing synchronization phase. In addition,
a practical beam codebook F usually has a limited number of candidate beam codewords.
Hence, for conventional single-stream multicast beamforming, the corresponding synchronization
performance is highly limited by the beam codebook resolution especially under low-resolution
quantization.
IV. PROPOSED DIRECTIONAL FRAME TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION DESIGN UNDER
LOW-RESOLUTION ADCS
In this section, we develop a new multi-beam probing based low-resolution timing synchro-
nization strategy to effectively solve the multicast problem. Along with a common synchro-
nization signal structure design, the proposed method exploits the spatial degrees of freedom
arising from multiple RF chains to compensate for the quantization distortion without requiring
explicit channel knowledge. Similar to Section III, we explain the proposed algorithm using
the frequency-domain representations, though we first present the received signal model in the
time-domain.
A. Received signal model for multi-beam probing
We assume that for a given synchronization time-slot, the BS deploys multiple subarrays to
simultaneously form multiple analog synchronization beams, through which a total of NUE UEs
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synchronize to the network. This is different from the conventional directional synchronization
design in Section III-A, in which the BS probes one beam at a time. We set the corresponding
baseband precoding matrix as identity matrix following the same methodology as in [15], [28].
Further, for the given synchronization time-slot, we assume that the BS transmits common syn-
chronization signals (or identical synchronization sequences) across the simultaneously probed
beams. This is also different from conventional MIMO communications, in which distinct signals
are spatially multiplexed to boost the capacity.
For a given synchronization time-slot, we denote the employed analog precoding matrix at
the BS as
P =

p0 0NA×1 · · · 0NA×1
0NA×1 p1 · · · 0NA×1
...
... . . .
...
0NA×1 0NA×1 · · · pNRF−1
 , (35)
where for j = 0, · · · , NRF − 1, the beam probed from the j-th transmit RF chain pj ∈ CNA×1
satisfies the power constraint
[
pjp
∗
j
]
a,a
= 1
NA
with a = 1, · · · , NA. Denote the set of the analog
synchronization beams by Ω = {p0, · · · ,pNRF−1}. Similar to (5) and (6), we can then express
the quantized time-domain received signal on the b-th receive antenna at UE u ∈ {1, · · · , NUE}
as
qΩu,b[t + n] = Q
(
yΩu,b[t + n]
)
(36)
= Q
([
Lu−1∑
`=0
√
1
NRF
Hu[`]P (d[((k − `))N ]1NRF×1)
]
b
+ wu[n]
)
(37)
= Q
(
Lu−1∑
`=0
NRF−1∑
j=0
√
1
NRF
(
[Hu[`]]b,jNA+1:(j+1)NA pj
)
d[((n− `))N ] + wu[n]
)
,
(38)
where the transmit power is scaled by the number of streams, i.e., NRF, to maintain the total
power constraint. Note that 1NRF×1 in (37) indicates the common synchronization signal structure.
To express (38) in vector form, we first denote hΩu,b[`] =
∑NRF−1
j=0 [Hu[`]]b,jNA+1:(j+1)NA pj as
the time-domain composite effective transmit beam-space channel and qΩu,b =
[
qΩu,b[t], · · · , qΩu,b[t+
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N − 1]]T. By applying Bussgang’s theorem, we then have
qΩu,b = E
Ω
u,b
(
Lu−1∑
`=0
√
1
NRF
hΩu,b[`]d`︸ ︷︷ ︸
vΩu,b
+wu
)
+ wˇΩu,b, (39)
where the quantization distortion matrix EΩu,b = diag
([
ηΩu,b[0], · · · , ηΩu,b[N − 1]
]T), and similar
to (13), the corresponding quantization distortion factor is
ηΩu,b[n] =
E
[
(qΩu,b[t + n])
∗yΩu,b[t + n]
]
E
[∣∣yΩu,b[t + n]∣∣2] . (40)
Denoting the covariance matrix of the noiseless unquantized received signal vΩu,b in (39) by RvΩu,b ,
we can further express EΩu,b as
EΩu,b = (1− ξu)diag
(
RvΩu,b + σ
2IN
)− 1
2
. (41)
The covariance matrix of the quantization noise vector wˇΩu,b with respect to the b-th receive
antenna at UE u now becomes
RwˇΩu,b = E
Ω
u,b
(
IN −EΩu,b
)
diag
(
RvΩu,b + σ
2IN
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
V Ωu,b
, (42)
where V Ωu,b represents the corresponding unquantized received signal power matrix.
B. Optimization problem formulation for multi-beam probing
Prior to formulating the low-resolution timing synchronization problem for the proposed multi-
beam probing, we need to first derive the correlation between the frequency-domain quantized
received synchronization signal qΩu,b and the known unquantized reference synchronization se-
quence d. Denoting
hΩu,b[k] =
NRF−1∑
j=0
[
ARXu Gu[k]
(
ATXu
)∗]
b,jNA+1:(j+1)NA
pj, (43)
as the frequency-domain composite effective transmit beam-space channel relative to its time-
domain counterpart hΩu,b[`], we can compute the zero-lag frequency-domain correlation for UE
u as
ΛΩu,b[0] =
N−1∑
k=0
qΩu,b[k]d
∗[k] (44)
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=
N−1∑
k=0
ηΩu,b[k]
√
1
NRF
hΩu,b[k]d[k]d
∗[k] +
N−1∑
k=0
ηΩu,b[k]wu[k]d
∗[k] +
N−1∑
k=0
wˇΩu,b[k]d
∗[k]. (45)
Denoting by bˆ = argmax
b=1,··· ,Mtot
∣∣ΛΩu,b[0]∣∣2 and applying the same flat synchronization channels as-
sumption as in (23), we can rewrite the frequency-domain composite effective transmit beam-
space channel in (43) as
hΩu =
NRF−1∑
j=0
[a∗tx(θu, φu)]jNA+1:(j+1)NA pj. (46)
Further, denoting the frequency-domain counterpart of the unquantized received signal power
matrix V Ω
u,bˆ
in (42) by VΩ
u,bˆ
, we have
VΩ
u,bˆ
=
g2u |[arx(ψu)]bˆ|2
NRF
∣∣hΩu ∣∣2 diag ([d[0]d∗[0], · · · ,d[N − 1]d∗[N − 1]]T)+ σ2IN . (47)
By exploiting the inherent correlation properties of the common synchronization signal design
and applying the common quantization distortion factor ηΩ
u,bˆ
= ηΩ
u,bˆ
[0] = · · · = ηΩ
u,bˆ
[N − 1],
we can obtain the quantization noise power by using (41), (42) and (47), which results in the
received synchronization SQNR at zero-lag correlation for UE u as
γΩ
u,bˆ
=
ηΩ
u,bˆ
g2u|[arx(ψu)]bˆ|2
NRF
∣∣hΩu ∣∣2
ηΩ
u,bˆ
σ2 +
(
1− ηΩ
u,bˆ
)(
g2u|[arx(ψu)]bˆ|2
NRF
∣∣hΩu ∣∣2 + σ2) . (48)
For the given synchronization time-slot, we formulate the corresponding max-min optimization
problem for the proposed multi-beam probing based multicast as
P4 : max
Ω
min
∀u
{
γΩ
u,bˆ
}
(49)
s.t. Ω ∈ (F)NRF .
Denote by λ′u = NRFσ
2/g2u |[arx(ψu)]bˆ|2 for u = 1, · · · , NUE and λ′max = max
{
λ′1, · · · , λ′NUE
}
.
Similar to (32), we obtain a lower bound of γΩ
u,bˆ
as
γ´Ωu =
∣∣hΩu ∣∣2
λ′max +
[[
σ2
(|hΩu |2/λ′max+1)]1/2
1−ξmax − 1
](∣∣hΩu ∣∣2 + λ′max)
, (50)
such that
γ´Ωu ≤ γΩu,bˆ, u ∈ {1, · · · , NUE} . (51)
Based on (51), we reformulate (49) as
P5 : max
Ω
min
∀u
{
γ´Ωu
}
(52)
s.t. Ω ∈ (F)NRF .
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Fig. 5. (a) Conceptual examples of anchor direction and auxiliary beams for synchronization time-slot 0. (b) Across TBS
synchronization time-slots, all TBS anchor directions uniformly sample the given angular space.
C. Proposed multi-beam probing based low-resolution synchronization design
Similar to P3 in (34), solving P5 in (52) also requires the BS to have explicit knowledge of the
channel directional information of all UEs, which is unavailable during the initial frame timing
synchronization phase. In our proposed design, the UEs with significantly different AoDs are not
supposed to synchronize to the network simultaneously, but instead via different synchronization
time-slots. That is, for a given synchronization time-slot, we are only interested in a certain
group of UEs that have similar AoDs. We therefore define an anchor direction to characterize
those similar AoDs as much as possible for the synchronization time-slot of interest. As one
synchronization frame contains TBS synchronization time-slots, we define a set of TBS anchor
angular directions to represent the potential channel directions. We provide an example of the
anchor direction for a given synchronization time-slot in Fig. 5(a). The anchor directions and
TBS synchronization time-slots have one-to-one mapping, and all TBS anchor directions uniformly
sample the angular range of interest, which is shown in Fig. 5(b). If the number of synchronization
time-slots TBS →∞, the anchor directions fully sample the given angular space such that they
characterize all possible channel directions. Note that other choices of the anchor directions are
possible (e.g., non-uniformly sample the given angular space), depending on practical system
requirements.
Based on the definition of anchor direction, we now reformulate the optimization problem
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in (52). We first define ϑ? and ϕ? as the azimuth and elevation anchor directions for the
synchronization time-slot of interest and use them to represent the potential channel’s azimuth
and elevation AoDs. Note that this representation becomes more accurate as TBS increases.
Similar to (46), we first define
hΩ
?
=
NRF−1∑
j=0
[a∗tx (ϑ
? + ϕ?)]jNA+1:(j+1)NA pj, (53)
where Ω? denotes the set of candidate beams with ϑ? and ϕ? as the corresponding azimuth and
elevation anchor directions. Similar to (50), we can then obtain
γ´Ω
?
=
∣∣∣hΩ?∣∣∣2
λ′max +
[[
σ2
(|hΩ?|2/λ′max+1)]1/2
1−ξmax − 1
](∣∣hΩ?∣∣2 + λ′max)
. (54)
According to (52), we formulate the optimization problem as
P6 : max
Ω?
{
γ´Ω
?} (55)
s.t. Ω? ∈ (F)NRF ,
which transforms the complex max-min optimization problem into a maximization problem. To
solve (55), the BS can execute the exhaustive search over all possible combinations among the
candidate beam codewords in F , resulting in
Ω?opt = argmax
Ω?∈(F)NRF
{
γ´Ω
?}
, (56)
for the given synchronization time-slot. We refer to the simultaneously probed beams in Ω?opt as
auxiliary beams for the synchronization time-slot of interest as depicted in Fig. 5(a).
From (43), (46) and (53), for the proposed multi-beam probing strategy with common synchro-
nization signal structure, the simultaneously probed auxiliary beams actually form an effective
composite beam. In Fig. 6, we provide examples of the auxiliary beams and the corresponding
effective composite beam pattern. The auxiliary beams are selected from a DFT beam codebook
with oversampling factor of 2. As evident from Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the effective composite
beam may not yield the largest beamforming gain towards the corresponding anchor direction.
In Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), we plot the radiation patterns corresponding to the auxiliary beams and the
composite beam in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). In summary, by optimizing the effective composite beam
pattern via (56), we optimize the distribution/resolution of the input samples to the quantizer
such that a better tradeoff between the beamforming gain and the resulted quantization distortion
can be achieved.
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Fig. 6. An example of auxiliary beams is provided in (a); the corresponding composite beam is presented in (b). Radiation
patterns of the auxiliary beams and the composite beam in (a) and (b) are plotted in (c) and (d). A ULA is assumed with
Ntot = 8 and NRF = 4. A DFT beam codebook with oversampling factor of 2 is employed.
D. Computational complexity for multi-beam probing
From the perspective of the BS, the proposed multi-beam probing involves beam search over
a given beam codebook F across a total of NRF transmit RF chains. Denote the number of
beam codewords in F by Nbeam. For a given synchronization time-slot, selecting appropriate
NRF synchronization beams according to (56) requires (Nbeam)
NRF iterations for all possible
choices. For a total of TBS synchronization time-slots, this number becomes TBS (Nbeam)
NRF . If
the whole optimization process is triggered NT times, the overall computational complexity for
our proposed design is NTTBS (Nbeam)
NRF , which is larger than NTTBSNbeam for conventional
single-stream beamforming based approaches. In this paper, we assume that the BS conducts
the beam optimization in a semi-static manner, and the resulted access delay is negligible.
From the perspective of the UE, the corresponding computational complexity mainly comes
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from correlating the received signal samples with the locally stored synchronization sequence
according to (8). Implementing (8) requires (N+1) complex multiplication and (N−1) complex
addition operations. For all values of ν in (8), the total number of operations is N(N+1)(TUE−1)
complex multiplication and N(N − 1)(TUE − 1) complex addition operations. Across all Mtot
receive antennas, the total number of complex multiplication and addition operations becomes
MtotN(N + 1)(TUE − 1) and MtotN(N − 1)(TUE − 1). Note that the number of complex
multiplication and addition operations is the same for both the proposed multi-beam probing and
conventional single-stream beamforming based designs. That is, the proposed approach does not
introduce additional implementation complexity to the UE.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed multi-beam directional frame timing synchronization
design for mmWave systems operating with low-resolution ADCs. The BS and UE employ a UPA
and a ULA with inter-element spacing of λ/2 between the antenna elements. The BS covers three
sectors, and each sector covers 120◦ angular range [−60◦, 60◦] around azimuth boresight (0◦) and
90◦ angular range [−45◦, 45◦] around elevation boresight (0◦). The UE monitors the entire 180◦
angular region [−90◦, 90◦] around boresight (0◦). We assume a 125 MHz RF bandwidth with
N = 512 subcarriers. The corresponding CP length is D = 64. We set the subcarrier spacing
and symbol duration as 270 KHz and 3.7 µs following the numerology provided in [29]. The
synchronization sequence occupies the central 63 subcarriers, and we set the DC-carrier as zero.
We set the total number of receive antennas Mtot as 16 throughout the simulation section unless
otherwise specified. In Figs. 7, 8(a) and 10, we assume a single UE, while we deploy multiple
UEs in a single cell in Figs. 8(b) and 11(a). In Fig. 11(b), we examine the proposed method in
a multi-cell scenario. We evaluate the implementation complexity in Fig. 9 and the impact of
the CFO in Fig. 10. For the multi-user setup, we let 1/λ′max be −20 dB. Further, we assume
that the ADCs equipped at all UEs have identical quantization resolution (2 or 4 bits), which is
used to determine ξmax.
In Fig. 7(a), we plot the cumulative density functions (CDFs) of the received synchronization
SQNRs at zero-lag correlation for Ntot = 32 with NRF = 4. We assume single-path frequency-flat
channels. We set the transmit SNR as 0 dB, which is calculated before the transmit beamforming
and receive processing. We also examine the single-stream beamforming based directional frame
timing synchronization method described in Section II with infinite-resolution (∞) and low-
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Fig. 7. (a) CDFs of the received synchronization SQNRs in single-path frequency-flat channels; Ntot = 32 with NRF = 4. (b)
Average received synchronization SQNRs versus the number of quantization bits in multi-path frequency-selective channels as
in [30]; Ntot = 32 with NRF = 4.
resolution (2 and 4 bits) ADCs for comparison. We construct the employed synchronization
signals according to (1) with root index 34. As can be seen from Fig. 7(a), a significant
performance gap can be observed between low-resolution quantization and infinite-resolution
quantization for the existing strategy, though with increase in the quantization resolution, this
performance difference decreases. By using the proposed multi-beam probing based design
approach, the received synchronization SQNR performance is improved by several orders of
decibels in contrast to the single-stream beamforming algorithm. In Fig. 7(b), we provide
the average received synchronization SQNRs at zero-lag correlation versus the quantization
resolution of ADCs. In this example, we implement the statistical mmWave wideband channel
model developed in [30] using the NYUSIM open source platform. The urban micro-cellular
(UMi) scenario is assumed with non-line-of-sight (NLOS) components for 28 GHz carrier
frequency. We evaluate both Ntot = 32 and Ntot = 64 for the proposed multi-beam probing
and conventional single-stream beamforming based designs. Similar to the narrowband results
shown in Fig. 7(a), the proposed algorithm exhibits superior synchronization SQNR performance
over the single-stream beamforming based design in wideband channels.
In Fig. 8(a), we evaluate the normalized MSE (NMSE) performance of the timing position
estimate assuming a single UE. Denoting the NMSE of the timing position estimate by ωest, we
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Fig. 8. (a) Normalized MSE of timing position estimate versus SNR. Multi-path frequency-selective channels are employed
assuming a single UE equipped with a 2-bit ADCs receiver; Ntot = {32, 64} with NRF = 4. (b) Normalized MSE of timing
position estimate versus SNR. Multi-path frequency-selective channels are employed assuming multiple UEs equipped with 2-bit
ADCs receivers; Ntot = {32, 64} with NRF = 4.
have
ωest = E
[∣∣∣∣κtrue − κestκtrue
∣∣∣∣2
]
, (57)
where κtrue denotes the first sample index of the probed synchronization signal, and κest cor-
responds to its estimated counterpart using various synchronization methods. We employ the
wideband channels with 2-bit ADCs. It can be observed from Fig. 8(a) that the performance
gap between low-resolution quantization and infinite-resolution quantization is significant for
the existing method especially at relatively high SNR. The proposed multi-beam directional
synchronization method with common synchronization signal design approaches the infinite-
resolution case for various SNR values. In Fig. 8(b), we examine the NMSE performance of
the timing position estimate in a single-cell multi-user scenario. In this example, we randomly
drop a total of 10 UEs within a circular cell having a 150 m radius. We employ the same path
loss model as in [30]. In this example, we obtain the NMSE performance of the timing position
estimate over all UEs. Similar observations as in Fig. 8(a) can be obtained, i.e., the proposed
method exhibits better performance than the existing directional timing synchronization design.
In Fig. 9(a), we plot the number of iterations required at the BS for the proposed multi-beam
probing and conventional single-stream beamforming based synchronization designs. As can be
seen from Fig. 9(a), the beam search complexity of our proposed approach is significantly larger
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than that of the conventional strategy especially for relatively large NRF (4 in this example).
In practice, however, the BS would only execute the beam search/optimization in a semi-static
manner. In Fig. 9(b), we calculate the number of complex multiplication (CM) and complex
addition (CA) operations required at the UE when conducting the correlation based timing
synchronization. From the plot, it can be observed that the proposed multi-beam probing based
strategy does not incorporate additional implementation complexity at the UE.
In Fig. 10, we examine the CFO impact on the frame timing synchronization performance of
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the proposed multi-beam probing strategy. The simulation setup in this example is identical to
that in Fig. 8(a). As can be seen from Fig. 10, as the CFO ε increases, the NMSE performance
of the timing position estimate degrades for both −10 dB and −15 dB SNRs. However, even
under relatively large CFOs, e.g., ε = +1 and −1, the proposed approach still exhibits similar
timing synchronization performance relative to the conventional method without CFO.
For the last two examples, we numerically study the proposed method in a multi-cell scenario.
Specifically, we assume 7 hexagonal cells and set the inter-site distance as 500 m. The root indices
of the employed ZC sequences are 25, 29 and 34. The central cell corresponds to root index
25, and root indices 29 and 34 are reused among the other 6 surrounding cells such that the
neighboring two cells are assigned two distinct root indices. Similar to the example provided in
Fig. 8(b), we randomly drop a total of 10 UEs within each cell sector, and we set the minimum
distance between the BS and UE as 20 m. Performance statistics are obtained from the central
cell of interest only. In Fig. 11(a), we evaluate the probability of successful timing position
detection. Different from the NMSE of the timing position estimate, we calculate the probability
of successful detection as Pr (κest = κtrue). It is observed that even at relatively low SNR, the
proposed synchronization method with low-resolution ADCs can still achieve promising detection
performance. For instance, at −10 dB SNR, the probability of successful detection is more than
0.8 for the proposed multi-beam probing with common synchronization signal design.
In Fig. 11(b), we evaluate the synchronization time-slot access probability under low-resolution
quantization. We calculate the synchronization time-slot access probability based on the following
procedure. If a given UE successfully detects the frame timing position during synchronization
time-slot τt, the algorithm stops for the UE of interest. Otherwise, the algorithm continues in
synchronization time-slot τt+1 and repeats the previous procedure. The synchronization time-slot
access probability evaluates how fast a specific UE is capable of correctly detecting the frame
timing position, which in turn implies the access delay for the given UE. Fig. 11(b) shows that
even with 2-bit ADCs, the UEs can correctly detect the frame timing position during the first
several synchronization time-slots by using the proposed method.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we developed and evaluated a multi-beam probing-assisted directional frame
timing synchronization method for mmWave systems with low-resolution ADCs. We first for-
mulated the optimization problem as maximizing the minimum received synchronization SQNR
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Fig. 11. (a) Probability of successful timing position detection versus SNR. A multi-cell scenario is assumed with a total of 7
hexagonal cells. A number of 10 UEs are randomly distributed within each cell sector with 2 or 4-bit ADCs. (b) Synchronization
time-slot access probability is evaluated assuming a multi-cell scenario. A total of 7 hexagonal cells are deployed. A number of
10 UEs are randomly distributed within each cell sector with 2-bit ADCs. The performance is evaluated under both 0 dB and
−10 dB SNRs.
at zero-lag correlation among all UEs. We solved this problem by transforming the complex
max-min multicast beamforming problem into a maximization problem. We then proposed a
multi-beam probing strategy to tackle the maximization problem by optimizing the effective
composite beam pattern. We showed via numerical examples that the effective composite beam
can provide a good tradeoff between the beamforming gain and the quantization distortion and
characterize the worst-case scenario of the network.
APPENDIX
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
We first compute the non-zero-lag (lag υ) frequency-domain correlation between the received
signal samples and the known unquantized reference synchronization sequence d as
Λ
(0)
u,bˆ
[υ] =
N−1∑
k=0
q(0)
u,bˆ
[k + υ]d∗[k] (58)
=
N−1∑
k=0
η
(0)
u,bˆ
[k + υ]
[
ARXu Gu[k + υ]
(
ATXu
)∗]
bˆ,:
f0d[k + υ]d∗[k]
+
N−1∑
k=0
η
(0)
u,bˆ
[k + υ]wu[k + υ]d∗[k] +
N−1∑
k=0
wˇ(0)
u,bˆ
[k + υ]d∗[k]. (59)
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Assuming flat synchronization channels, we can rewrite (59) as
Λ
(0)
u,bˆ
[υ] = η
(0)
u,bˆ
gu [arx(ψu)a
∗
tx(θu, φu)]bˆ,: f0
N−1∑
k=0
d[k + υ]d∗[k]
+ η
(0)
u,bˆ
N−1∑
k=0
wu[k + υ]d∗[k] +
N−1∑
k=0
wˇ(0)
u,bˆ
[k + υ]d∗[k]. (60)
Based upon (2) and (22), we can obtain
ς
nzl,(0)
u,bˆ
= E
[
|Λ(0)
u,bˆ
[υ]|2
]
(61)
=
(
η
(0)
u,bˆ
)2
σ2 + η
(0)
u,bˆ
(
1− η(0)
u,bˆ
)(
g2u
∣∣∣[arx(ψu)a∗tx(θu, φu)]bˆ,: f0∣∣∣2 + σ2) . (62)
Similar to (61), we can compute ςzl,(0)
u,bˆ
for the zero-lag correlation as
ς
zl,(0)
u,bˆ
= E
[
|Λ(0)
u,bˆ
[0]|2
]
(63)
=
(
η
(0)
u,bˆ
)2
g2u
∣∣∣[arx(ψu)a∗tx(θu, φu)]bˆ,: f0∣∣∣2
+
(
η
(0)
u,bˆ
)2
σ2 + η
(0)
u,bˆ
(
1− η(0)
u,bˆ
)(
g2u
∣∣∣[arx(ψu)a∗tx(θu, φu)]bˆ,: f0∣∣∣2 + σ2) . (64)
We can therefore calculate the power ratio ς(0)
u,bˆ
as
ς
(0)
u,bˆ
=
ς
zl,(0)
u,bˆ
ς
nzl,(0)
u,bˆ
= 1 + γ
(0)
u,bˆ
, (65)
which completes the proof.
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